Representing lack of awareness
To represent this, we need three augmented games.
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Modeler's Game 
Intuition:
In the canonical representation of V as a game with awareness, all players understand the structure of the underlying game V and this is common knowledge among players.
A standard game can be viewed as a special case of a game with awareness, where the underlying game is common knowledge.
Strategies
In a standard game, a behavioral strategy for player x is a function from x -information sets to a distribution over moves. Theorem: Every game with awareness has at least one generalized Nash equilibrium.
Awareness of Unawareness
Sometimes players may be aware that they are unaware of relevant moves:
War settings: Just like associating a value to a board position in chess Again, there is guaranteed to be a generalized Nash equilibrium.
Reasoning About Games
Game theorists reason about games using knowledge Do you know/believe your opponent(s) are rational? Adding Awareness: A Biased History [Hintikka, 1962] The MR-HMS approach Modica and Rustichini [1994,1999] 
A Better Approach
We combine a number of ideas:
from FH: the basic framework (syntactic awareness)
from HR: quantification to express knowledge of lack of awareness from MR/HMS: idea of allowing a different language at each state. When this happens in natural language, people will come up with a name for a concept and add it to their language.
Syntax and Semantics
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Summary
We 
